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The role of Dean of Students is pivotal: in students’lives; for their institutions as a conduit to
senior administration aboutissues of concern to students; as a figure who can coordinate
disparate campus constituencies-- from academic affairs and athletics to campus safety and
relationships withparents and alums; and as a crisis manager.What preparation, skills,
dispositions, and knowledge doDOSs need to be effective in their role; and, indeed, what areas
and range ofactivities generally fall under their responsibility?Through chapters by experienced
DOSs – from early career toveterans and in between – this book provides vivid first-hand
accounts ofwhat’s involved in managing the multiple roles of the deanship, its immensepersonal
rewards, the positive impact that practitioners can make in the livesof students, and on campus
policy and environment, without glossing over thedemands on time and the concomitant
stresses. The contributors describe thepaths they followed to take on the role, and what they do
to keep current.Each chapter offers a wealth of anecdotes that provide aninsider’s feel for the
daily life of the DOS, and how incumbents have foundways to integrate family and personal
needs with the discharging of their oftendemanding responsibilities. The contributing authors
offer valuable advice onsetting priorities and dealing with issues as varied as setting
budgets,creating an effective team, delegation, and addressing student conduct issues.They
offer guidance on developing allies across campus, keeping up to date withtrends and
legislation, and building a network of mentors and advisors throughprofessional associations
and connection with their peers at institutionsaround the country. The book concludes with some
perspectives about the meaningand purpose of the dean of students role in our current era and
as we look tothe future of higher education.Thedean of students is a challenging role because it
is often the one administratorthrust onto the frontlines to meet students not only at their best, but
also attheir worst. This person is an advocate and educator, disciplinarian andfriend, confidant
and counselor, and advisor and parent all rolled into one. Keep Calm and Call the Dean of
Students offersa unique window into this challenging and rewarding position that will appealto
sitting deans; to those seeking this role; and to senior leaders in highereducation seeking to
appoint a DOS and/or organize a dean of students portfolioof responsibilities.

"Keep Calm and Call the Dean of Students is a publication which honors one of the most
legendary and important positions of student affairs. Regardless of our position in student
affairs, all of us serve in some form of a Dean of Students capacity to our students and campus.
This book helps us understand the complexities of this important role, skills necessary for
success, and strategies for thriving. I appreciate the diverse voices represented in this book from
the legends to the current to the future.--Lori Reesor, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
"University of Wisconsin-Madison"Bridging the gap between students, administration, and



campus constituents can be stressful, time-consuming, unpredictable--and extraordinarily
fulfilling. Keep Calm is a must-read for student affairs professionals tasked with balancing the
responsibilities of an educator, mentor, and crisis manager. From relatable challenges to
humbling experiences, each anecdote explores the evolving nature of student advocacy,
emphasizes the importance of engaging in difficult but necessary conversations, and captures
just how rewarding this career can be.--Ajay Nair, Ph.D. President "Arcadia University; Former
Senior Vice President and Dean of Campus Life at Emory University"The role of the Dean of
Students on campus has provided a home for student support, advocacy and crisis
management for decades. Keep Calm and Call the Dean of Students uses the voices of past
and present student affairs professionals to provide insight into 'a day in the life' of the Dean of
Students. This is an excellent resource for those in current Dean of Students positions and for
those aspiring to be in the role at some point in their career."--Vernon A. Wall, Director, Business
Development at LeaderShape and President and Founder, One Better World, LLC; 2020-2021
President ACPA - College Student Educators InternationalWhen most people hear the term
'Dean of Students' they attach great importance to that role, given the historical prominence of
the position in campus life. The authors included in this book bring the DOS position to life and
validate the significance that is attached to the role. In this volume readers will gain essential
insights into the role from pioneering Deans and contemporary innovators. This book will
stimulate your thinking and enrich your practice.--Larry D. Roper, Professor of Language, Culture
and Society "Oregon State University"A timely contribution to the literature, Keep Calm and Call
the Dean of Students provides insight into the complexity of the Dean of Student position and
the skills and abilities that one must have to be successful in the position. The authors capture
the diversity within the position across different institutions and the commonalities among those
serving in these roles. A must read for those contemplating the role and those responsible for
hiring and supervising Dean of Students!--Amy Hecht, Vice President for Student Affairs "Florida
State University"Being a Dean of Students should be a TV series with both drama and comedy
episodes but mostly filled with inspirational scripts of changing the lives of college students. The
Deans in this book have hundreds of those stories that inform, warn, teach, envision, and
inspire! This book is a must-read, behind-the-scenes perspective into this fascinating position.--
Susan R. Komives, Professor Emerita "University of Maryland, former Dean on three campuses,
and former President of ACPA and CAS"This is the ideal handbook that provides much needed
advice and insight to one of the most important, essential roles on a college campus. From
dealing with complex and challenging student situations, crisis management, and work-life
balance, this will be useful in setting a foundation on what to expect from a Dean of Students.
Being the first of its kind, this is a must read for higher education professionals, at any stage in
their career."--Patricia A. Whitely, Vice President for Student Affairs "University of Miami" --This
text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorLori S. White is the Vice Chancellor for
students at Washington University in St. Louis. Prior to her arrival at Washington University, she
served as the Vice President for Student Affairs and Clinical Professor of Education at Southern



Methodist University and also worked at the University of Southern California, Stanford,
Georgetown, San Diego State University, and the University of California, Irvine. She has served
on the board of directors for the Association for Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) and
for the NASPA Foundation. In 2009, she was named a Pillar of the Profession by NASPA.Art
Munin has served as a diversity educator and consultant for institutions across the United States
for 15 years through his company Art Munin Consulting (artmunin.com). He currently serves as
Associate Vice Chancellor and Dean of Students at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh. Munin
has coauthored chapters in the books Closing the Opportunity Gap: Identity-Conscious
Strategies for Retention and Student Success and Handbook for Student Leadership
Development. His first book is Color by Number: Understanding Racism Through Facts and
Stats on Children. As a complement to this work, he has served in several capacities through
NASPA, including the chair of the AVP Steering Committee, AVP Institute faculty, associate
editor for Journal of Student Affairs Research and Practice, the Civic Learning and
DemocraticEngagement Initiative, and the regional conference planning committee.--This text
refers to the hardcover edition.Review"The role of the Dean of Students on campus has
provided a home for student support, advocacy and crisis management for decades. Keep Calm
and Call the Dean of Students uses the voices of past and present student affairs professionals
to provide insight into 'a day in the life' of the Dean of Students. This is an excellent resource for
those in current Dean of Students positions and for those aspiring to be in the role at some point
in their career.”-- Vernon A. Wall, Director, Business Development at LeaderShape and President
and Founder, One Better World, LLC; 2020–2021 President ACPA – College Student Educators
International“Keep Calm and Call the Dean of Students is a publication which honors one of the
most legendary and important positions of student affairs. Regardless of our position in student
affairs, all of us serve in some form of a Dean of Students capacity to our students and campus.
This book helps us understand the complexities of this important role, skills necessary for
success, and strategies for thriving. I appreciate the diverse voices represented in this book from
the legends to the current to the future."-- Lori Reesor, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs ―
University of Wisconsin-Madison"A timely contribution to the literature, Keep Calm and Call the
Dean of Students provides insight into the complexity of the Dean of Student position and the
skills and abilities that one must have to be successful in the position. The authors capture the
diversity within the position across different institutions and the commonalities among those
serving in these roles. A must read for those contemplating the role and those responsible for
hiring and supervising Dean of Students!" -- Amy Hecht, Vice President for Student Affairs ―
Florida State University"When most people hear the term 'Dean of Students' they attach great
importance to that role, given the historical prominence of the position in campus life. The
authors included in this book bring the DOS position to life and validate the significance that is
attached to the role. In this volume readers will gain essential insights into the role from
pioneering Deans and contemporary innovators. This book will stimulate your thinking and
enrich your practice."-- Larry D. Roper, Professor of Language, Culture and Society ― Oregon



State University"Bridging the gap between students, administration, and campus constituents
can be stressful, time-consuming, unpredictable―and extraordinarily fulfilling. Keep Calm is a
must-read for student affairs professionals tasked with balancing the responsibilities of an
educator, mentor, and crisis manager. From relatable challenges to humbling experiences, each
anecdote explores the evolving nature of student advocacy, emphasizes the importance of
engaging in difficult but necessary conversations, and captures just how rewarding this career
can be."-- Ajay Nair, Ph.D. President ― Arcadia University; Former Senior Vice President and
Dean of Campus Life at Emory University"Being a Dean of Students should be a TV series with
both drama and comedy episodes but mostly filled with inspirational scripts of changing the lives
of college students. The Deans in this book have hundreds of those stories that inform, warn,
teach, envision, and inspire! This book is a must-read, behind-the-scenes perspective into this
fascinating position." -- Susan R. Komives, Professor Emerita ― University of Maryland, former
Dean on three campuses, and former President of ACPA and CAS"This is the ideal handbook
that provides much needed advice and insight to one of the most important, essential roles on a
college campus. From dealing with complex and challenging student situations, crisis
management, and work-life balance, this will be useful in setting a foundation on what to expect
from a Dean of Students. Being the first of its kind, this is a must read for higher education
professionals, at any stage in their career.” -- Patricia A. Whitely, Vice President for Student
Affairs ― University of Miami --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Keep Calm and Call the Dean of Students a college Keep Calm and Call the Dean of Students
a trainer keep calm and call the dean of students keep calm and call the winchesters keep calm
and call the a team keep calm and call the helpdesk keep calm and call the dream team keep
calm and call the case manager keep calm and call the supply chain guy keep calm and call the
doctor keep calm and call the midwife keep calm and call mom yankee candle keep calm and
call the doula keep calm and call your sponsor keep calm and call your travel agent keep calm
and call batman keep calm and play call of duty keep calm and call your lawyer keep calm and
call me keep calm and call it keep calm and call hr keep calm and call mom keep calm and call
dad what does dean call sam
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Bernice Hughes, “In the everchanging field, a good read.. Great read .”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 24 people have provided feedback.
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